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Story line and characters were good enough, but found a lot of silly errors in the writing I d
have given a lower rating, only for the fact I liked the characters relationship and how they
interacted. This was a fun and easy read that I was sad to pout down when it was over
More depth than you might expect from a sports themed romance, and unforgettable
characters each facing their own unique challenges I had trouble putting it down It makes
you appreciate that even people who seem like they have everything,face problems.

Decent story Kept me interested Realistic characters.Usual troubles secrets that leads to a
temporary split.Wasn t a fan of Wes from the beginning. This isn t the first book I ve read by
this author I really liked her other books and was excited to read something contemporary
by her.I really liked Katie s no nonsense attitude She s a strong, capable individual Her
main character flaw was only that she didn t open herself up to romance She was very
closed off and just trying to make it through life.When she received an offer she couldn t
refuse, it was only the start of her life as she knew it unraveling.Andrew Moore was not
someone Katie wanted to deal with Thrown together into a forced working relationship, the
story travels through their lives and all the choices they make I even liked Andrew once the
author peeled back his layers His past was unraveled with expert precision This book was
sweet and sassy with a great storyline I loved the twists and how everything ended I give
this book five stars for what a great read it was [ Epub ] ? A Hockey Tutor ? Katie Miller
Longs To Be An Independent Adult She S Tired Of The Memories That Refuse To Let Her
Go Now, In Her Sopho Year In College At North Maple College, She S Ready To Focus On
School When She S Offered A Job As A Tutor For The Star Goalie On The Hockey Team,
Her Determined Focus Waivers Andrew Moore Is On Track To Become A Professional
Hockey Goalie, But Being The Party Loving Year Old That He Is, Andrew Finds His Dreams
At Risk When His Grades Gall, Jeopardizing His Chances At Success His Dad, Sick Of
Bailing Andrew Out, Hires A Tutor As A Final Chance To Get His Act Together Katie S
Independence And Andrew S Stubbornness Creates A Toxic Learning Environment Or, Are
Their Passionate Arguments The One Thing That Helps Them Both Find Their Way Hot
Andrew and Katie Katie was awesome, too, but hey I m a fangirl and Mary Smith delivered
one delicious hockey stud The banter, the chemistry, the plot it was all amazing and it s no
wonder that Mary is the queen of sports romance Standing ovation A cute book that reads
like a teen movie. Typos and errors got really annoying.For the most part I enjoyed this
book.I ve been on a sports romance kick And I love the Hockey themed ones.I liked
Andrew.Katie was okay She got annoying with her issues But for the most part, I didn t hate
her However, her constant I want to get my drink on etc was actually annoying.I didn t really
like Wes from the start.The drama that broke them up was well quite thin AMAZINGLY thin I
got annoyed by it.It made me not like Katie those issues I said she got annoying with well
yeah that is where it got really annoying.3 stars due to the thin drama, and the typos errors
that got and prevalent towards the end Ended up reading it in a single day. Katie is as
independent as they come and has been hired by Andrew s father to tutor Andrew, so that
he can continue to play college hockey on his way to the NHL Andrew s father is sick of
bailing out his son, who has been embracing the party scene What started out as a just a
paycheck turns into so much.One thing I love about Mary Smith s books is her main
characters She writes such wonderfully real characters her female characters are strong
and confident her male characters are flawed, but sweet with good hearts I always fall for
her male characters they make great book boyfriends.Mary s writing is sharp interwoven

with sweetness of a budding relationship She truly captures the journey of two separate
individuals on their journey of finding themselves as a couple I definitely recommend this
book I hate when a book has really great characters and a good story line but the book has
so many errors that it s hard to get past A Hockey Tutor was a cute book I thought Andrew
was adorable, and that Katie was a good pairing for him Things I liked.Andrew and his
charismatic charm Katie and her take no shit attitudeLindsey and Franks cause you always
need a dynamic duo of friends Things I disliked Wes, he s an ass.Katie being hypocritical
over Andrew but she was keeping things herself.The editing When there is a blatant
spelling error on the very first page it s hard not to notice all that follows Over all good book
Just can t give it than 3 stars because of the bad no editing.
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